Abstract: After earthquake, the road conditions are usually unknown and hazard, which pose a great challenge for mobile robots to plan paths and reach the goal position safely for rescue operations. This paper presents a target attraction based ant colony (TAAC) algorithm for the dynamic path planning of mobile robots operated in rescue missions. The global information of the road map is deployed to establish a target attraction function so that the probability of selecting an optimal path to the goal node is improved and the probability of converging to a local minimum path is reduced. Simulation results show that the proposed TAAC algorithm has a better dynamic performance and a faster convergence speed, compared with the existing max-min ant system algorithm.
Introduction
Robot rescue has drawn a lot of attentions in Japan and the rest of world after the Kobe earthquake in 1995 (Kitano, et al., 1999) , as well as the Fukushima earthquake in April 2011. In general, the deployment of robot teams in rescue missions can reduce the difficulties and dangers of the human rescue efforts. However, the road conditions in a post-earthquake city can be very complicated and extremely challenging and the obstructions of the roads may happen in un-predictive way due to building debris. How to find the shortest (or least cost) unobstructed path from a specified starting point to a specified end point in such an uncertain environment is the major issue in the robot rescue operation (Jan, et al., 2008) .
The traditional optimal path planning algorithms deal with the static environment where the road conditions do not change. Undeger and Polat (2007) suggested a real-time path planning algorithm RTEF (Real-Time Edge Follow), which is suitable for path search in the known environment. Recently, many researchers have worked on the development of path planning algorithms that can effectively handle the dynamic path planning problem (Dorigo et al., 1997; Jallouli, et al., 2010; Willms et al., 2008; Wang, et al., 2011) . In the city traffic application (Jiang, et al., 2011 ) , the dynamic algorithm for the shortest path routing problem was proposed to model the city traffic path planning problem since the road condition can change over time.
Ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm was firstly suggested by Dorigo (1992) , as a meta-heuristic algorithm, originally used in searching for an optimal path in a graph, and then diversified to solve a wider class of numerical problems with a number of modifications and extensions, such as ant colony system (ACS) (Dorigo, et al., 1997) , ant colony optimization algorithm (Arnay, et al., 2008) , maxmin ant system (MMAS) (Stützle, et al., 2000) , and ant colony based on certain ranking optimization strategies (Bullnheimer, et al., 1999) , etc.
Zecchin, et al. has successfully applied the ACO algorithm to the optimization of the water distribution system (Zecchin, et al., 2005) . The disadvantage of this approach is that many parameters are user-defined and may affect significantly the algorithm's search behaviour. Li, et al. (2005) has used the ACO algorithm on a Voronoi diagram and applied the combined algorithm to the dynamic path planning of unmanned vehicles. As the number of obstacle points increases, the Voronoi diagram will become more complicated and the computational time for a large number of ant agents increases dramatically.
ACO has also been applied to the optimal path finding in a protein interaction network (Sallimt, et al., 2008) . Although the global optimization solution can be found, it is time consuming to complete the tour. Liu, et al. adopt an ant colony system (ACS) algorithm to develop the path routing methods for current urban traffic vehicles (Liu, et al., 2007) . A series of algorithm parameters were identified, which made the route search accurate and converge quickly. However, all the vehicles and roads are assumed to have the same attributes and their individuality was completely ignored. Bedi, et al. (2007) suggested an ACO inspired approach to avoid traffic jam, which aimed at choosing an alternative optimum path to avoid traffic jam and then resuming that same path again when the traffic was regulated. However, it used the local edge lengths in the heuristic function and the global information was not fully utilized. Similarly, Zidi, et al. (2006) also used the local edge lengths in the heuristic function when applying ACO to the real-time route planning of the public transportation system. It resulted in a searching speed less than the one for an ideal route. Koenig, et al. (2002) suggested an improved version of the D* algorithm, namely D*Lite. Experimental results shown that the algorithm can be used in the dynamic environment to search the optimal path.
After an earthquake, the city road obstruction conditions are unknown and can change dynamically. However, the original city map can provide the information of road connectivity and topological structure. In this paper, we fully utilize this available global information to construct an attraction function to guide the ants in the dynamic complicated environment so that the probability of choosing a node that is closer to the destination is higher while reducing the chance for the ants to run into a less optimal path. A new algorithm, target attraction based ant colony (TAAC) algorithm, is proposed in this paper to find the shortest path in the after-quake dynamic environment and to increase the efficiency of the rescue efforts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the dynamic path planning problem of rescue robots, in which the target attraction function is defined and the dynamic path planning ACO algorithm is introduced. Section 3 presents the TAAC algorithm in detail, including the convergence of the TAAC algorithm. In Section 4, MASON (Sean, et al., 2004 ) is used as the platform to run the robot rescue simulation so that the validity of the TAAC algorithm can be verified. The results obtained from the proposed TAAC algorithm is compared with the results obtained from the MMAC algorithm. Section 5 describes the application of TAAC algorithm in RoboCupRescue Simulation System. Finally, a brief conclusion and future work are given in Section 6.
Problem Description
In this section, the robot rescue problem in the aftermath of earthquake is firstly formulated as a dynamic path planning problem. Then the target attraction function is defined and the dynamic path planning ACO algorithm is introduced.
Robot Rescue Problem
The city environment after earthquake is considered here for the robot rescue problem. The robots are preloaded with the city map including all streets and junctions. The shortest distance between any two nodes is pre-calculated assuming no road obstructions. After the disaster strikes, the collapse of buildings can obstruct certain streets. The robots do not know the road obstruction conditions and the pre-calculated shortest paths may or may not be valid. As the rescue mission progresses, some obstructed roads may re-open. Therefore, the environment is dynamic. At any point of time in their mission, the robots need to find the shortest distance towards the destination via dynamic path planning.
The path planning problem for rescue robots can be described as follows. Let graph G = (N, E) represent the city map, where N is the set of the nodes (crossroads) in the city map; E is the set of the edges representing the roads in the city; corresponding to edges pair (i, j), d ij is the nonnegative weight representing the distance between nodes i and j. Use "start" and "goal" to represent the rescue source node and the rescue goal node, respectively. The objective of the path planning is, on a directed graph G = (N, E), to find the shortest path between two nodes, with the distance defined as the sum of all edges along the path.
Target Attraction Function
In the ACO algorithm, ants start from the source node and search their way toward the destination node. Along the path, they release pheromones to guide other ants that follow. The pheromones will evaporate with time. If the path they find is good (short), more ants will find the path before the pheromones evaporate, and they release more pheromones on the path, which is a positive feedback. Eventually, the global optimal path will be found.
Initially, the pheromones on all edges have the same value of τ 0 . When the ants are in motions, the directions of motions are decided by the amount of pheromones on the edges at the time.
Definition 1: Ant Transition Probability Let p ij k (t) represent the probability of ant k moving from node i to node j at time t. It is given by
where allowed k = {j, m, n,…, goal}, represents the set of the admissible nodes where ant k has not visited; τ ij represents the strength of pheromones on edge (i, j); η ij is a heuristic function that represents the expectation of the ant's moving from node i to node j, which is usually defined as η ij =1/d ij , where d ij is the Euclidean length of edge (i, j); α is the pheromone factor, representing the importance of the accumulated amount of pheromones on decision making of the ants in choosing their motion; β is the heuristic factor, representing the importance of the heuristic function.
In the basic ant colony optimization algorithm, the ants do not use global information and only rely on location information to conduct search. However, when applied to the robot rescue, the city map with the road connectivity and topological structure information is available before the mission, and only the obstructions of the roads are unknown. Therefore, adding global information to the decision making can help the ACO algorithm converge faster.
A target attraction function based on the global information is defined below. It will help improve the ant transition probability for the next node, and hence improve the performance of the ACO algorithm.
Definition 2: Target Attraction k ij attract The ant's choice of next node is determined partly by the heuristic function η ij and the strength of pheromones τ ij . However, η ij is a function of the edge length d ij . Making decision based on it may lead to the converging to a local optimum. To overcome this problem, this paper suggests a target attraction function k ij attract to replace η ij in Eq. (1). In graph G, the target attraction function represents the degree of attraction of edge (i, j) to ant k at node i, which is trying to make decision. It is defined as
Here goal j shortest represents the shortest distance from node j to goal on graphic G. It is pre-calculated, for example, using Dijkstra algorithm (James, et al., 1998) assuming that no obstruction is on the roads. Replacing the heuristic function η ij in Equation (1) by target attraction function k ij attract defined in Equation (2), the ant transition probability
In Equation (3), if α=0, the pheromones have no bearing in the decision and the next node of ants will be solely determined by the target attraction function. On the other hand, if β=0, the target attraction function will have no effect and the ants' search may converge to a local solution prematurely without looking for other globally optimal solution.
Definition 3: Pheromone Updates Rules When a group of ants reach the goal node, the pheromone update will be triggered. The purpose of the pheromone update is to release more pheromones in the shorter route, so that the route will attract more ants. It is the spirit of ACO that better solutions survive in the solution pool longer through the positive feedback. The algorithm converges faster because of the pheromone update.
In this paper, the local and global pheromone update rules are combined. Ants release pheromones in all road segments they has passed through. The shorter roads have more pheromones. In the meantime, the pheromone previously released will evaporate with time to allow the ants to explore new routes and prevent the search from converging to a local optimum.
Assume that a group of ants have completed a search from time t to t + n. This process is defined as a search cycle. The pheromones on edge (i, j) are updated according to the following rule:
where τ ij (t) represents the strength of pheromones on edge (i, j) at time t; n represents the time for a group of ants completing a search; ρ is the pheromone evaporation factor representing pheromone's degree of evaporation. If ρ is small, the residue pheromones dominate and the positive feedback is weak. It leads to more randomness in the search and the convergence is slower. If ρ is larger, the pheromone feedback dominates and the randomness of the search is lower. It results in faster convergence and possibly to a local optimum.
Local updates are the pheromones released to each road segment by all passing ants. Let 
where path k represents the path found by ant k in this search cycle; L k is the total length of path k ; q is a constant representing the route strength of the local pheromone. The characteristic of this update rule is that a shorter path leads to more pheromone releases on the path.
The global pheromone update means that after one search cycle, the shortest one among all paths found is selected and increases the pheromone strength along that path. Let 
where e is a constant representing the route strength of the global pheromone; path gb represents the shortest path found in this search cycle; L gb is the total length of path gb .
TAAC Algorithm

Description of TAAC Algorithm
According to the definition and discussion in the last section, the TAAC algorithm is described in details below:
Step 1: Let graph G(N, E) be the abstraction of the city after earth quake. Assign the source node and the goal node. Release a group of artificial ants from the source node and start to search their paths to the goal node.
Step 2: A search cycle starts with the artificial ants leaving the source node. Each ant determines its choice of the next node randomly based on the transition probability in Equation (3). The probability of moving to a node with more pheromone on the edge (between the two nodes) and higher target attraction is higher. In the meantime, it still has the possibility of exploring the new paths. The nodes that the ant has visited are not admissible.
Step 3: After all ants have arrived the goal node, save the shortest path, update the pheromones according to the global and local rules, and make the pheromones on all edges evaporate in a certain rate.
If there is enough time for another cycle, go to step 2 and continue. Otherwise, output the shortest path. For each cycle, the pheromones on all edges the ants have passed through are increased. The shorter the path is the more the increase of the pheromones. The shortest path in the search cycle will be increased twice. Following the transition probability and the pheromone update rules for a number of search cycles, there will be only one shortest path that has the highest pheromone amount, while other edges not on the path have their pheromones evaporated to a very low level. Therefore, all ants will eventually converge to the shortest path.
The pseudo code of the TAAC algorithm is given below: 
Convergence of the TAAC Algorithm
In this section, the convergence of the proposed TAAC algorithm is analyzed. It is shown in the following theorem that when time approaches infinity, the probability of the algorithm finding the optimal solution approaches is 1.
Theorem 1: Let P*(s) be the probability of the ants finding the optimal solution at least once in s iterations. Then 
Proof: It suffices to consider the worst case. Assume there exists a worst case that the pheromone of the edge on the optimal path is τ min and the rest of the edges are τ max ; also, the target attract on the optimal path is attract min and the rest of the edges are attract max . Hence the transition probability of the ant is min p . From Equation (3), the ant's transition probability from node i to the optimal path is given by:
where N c is the number of admissible nodes. Therefore, the probability of the ants finding the optimal path in one search cycle is given by: Assume the ants can't find the optimal path in the past s-1 iterations, and the probability of the ants not finding the optimal path in one search cycle is 1-* min P , so the probability of the ants finding the optimal path in the s iteration is 
Q.E.D.
Simulation on MASON
To verify the validity of the proposed TAAC algorithm, MASON is used as the platform to run the robot rescue simulation. MASON is a fast and portable tool package for discrete-event multi-agent simulation, containing a model library core in Java and a suite of visualization tools in 2D and 3D. To build the simulation on MASON, the visualization tool uses the abstraction of the city map to generate the nodes and edges representing the intersections and roads, respectively. The source and target nodes are assigned. The converging time of ACO and the total length of the path obtained are used to determine the efficiency and effectiveness of the algorithm. Obstacles in the roads are added and removed to verify if the algorithm can handle the dynamics of the environment.
MMAS is one of the better ACO algorithms (Mullen, et al., 2009) . Therefore, it is used as the benchmark program to compare the simulation results generated by the TAAC algorithm for assessing its effectiveness. The simulation scenario consists of 12 nodes and 20 edges, as shown in Fig.1 (a) . In Fig.1 (b)-(d) , the blue line segments represent a path from the source node to the target node.
In Fig.1 (b) , A-C-F-J-L-I shows the shortest path that the ACO algorithm converges to. In Fig.1 (c) , an obstacle is added to block a road segment in the shortest path and ACO converges to a new path, represented by A-C-F-J-L-I. After the obstacle is removed, ACO converges back to the original shortest path, as shown by path A-C-F-J-L-I in Fig.1 (d) .
In the simulation, two algorithms are first compared using the same parameters. Then, the parameters are varied to make the next level comparison. After running the simulations with various parameters, the results show that when the pheromone factor 5 . 0   , the ants tend to explore more and convergence speed is slow. As a matter of fact, it switches back and forth among several paths with similar lengths. When the pheromone factor 1   , the ants tend not to explore, and both algorithms converge to a nonoptimal path prematurely. In the MMAS algorithm, the heuristic function is defined as η ij =1/d ij . The ants are more likely to choose the locally shortest edge, which may not lead to the globally shortest path. In the TAAC algorithm, due to the addition of target attraction, which provides the global information to the ants, it is easier to converge to the real shortest path.
To show the function of the target attraction, numerical experiments have been conducted for comparisons of the two algorithms, both with parameters: α = 0.7 & β = 5 and α = 0.8 & β = 1. When parameters α = 0.7 & β = 5 were used, the MMAS algorithm does not perform well in the dynamic environment and sometimes fails to converge to the shortest path, as shown in Figure 2 (a) . On the other hand, the TAAC algorithm can converge to the shortest path quickly, as shown in Figure 2 (b) . When α=0.8 & β=1 were chosen, both algorithms can converge to the shortest path.
In the numerical experiments, the data collected are the convergence times of (1) the beginning run, (2) after an obstacle is added, and (3) after the obstacle is removed. The results of parameters α = 0.7 & β = 5 and α = 0.8 & β = 1 are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. The time unit is defined as the time needed for the ant to move one grid point with the constant speed. The number of ants in the group is m = 10; the pheromone evaporation factor is ρ= 0.003; the route strength of the local pheromone q and global pheromone e are 120 and 18,000, respectively.
From the data in Table 1 , the convergence time for the MMAS algorithm when the obstacle has appeared (case (2)) is apparently much longer than the TAAC algorithm. In addition, the MMAS algorithm converges to a path of length 504 (unit being the map grid size in the simulation), which is not the shortest path. In comparison, the TAAC algorithm converges to a path of length 372. One can conclude that using the parameters α = 0.7 & β = 5, the TAAC algorithm not only is more efficient than MMAS, but also converges to a better solution. 1  604  1574  4376  795  3062  4557  2  1444  3761  4098  1024  5528  5002  3  1577  5482  5646  849  3031  2599  4  2990  1770  4034  664  2135  3057  5  1387  3019  4126  1021  2976  3987  6  1760  3219  5409  1208  4308  3267  7  1635  2167  4091  657  4017  3944  Mean  1628  2999  4540  888  3580  3773  Variance 265740 87912 20306 4761 228006 93942 Comparing the data in Table 1 and Table 2 , it is apparent that the convergence times for the TAAC algorithm with parameters α = 0.7 & β= 5 are much shorter than the cases of α = 0.8 & β = 1 in all three cases for both TAAC and MMAS algorithms. The reason is that the target attract can more efficiently improve the decision making of ants at each node for larger heuristic factor β, and hence shorten the time of convergence.
Application of TAAC in RoboCupRescue
In this section, the TAAC algorithm is applied to RoboCup Rescue simulation to find the optimal path for the rescue agents. Fig.3 is a scene of the rescue simulation where the path planning algorithm aims to search a shortest path from the shelter (the starting node A) to the fire spot (the target node L). At the beginning of the simulation game, each rescue agent has the original global environmental information about the city road before the earthquake. Based on this information, the nodes of the city road will be abstracted as a graph by the agents, as shown in Fig.4 . The agents can calculate the shortest distance between each node by using the Dijkstra algorithm, and the shortest path between the node A and L is Path1 (A, D, G, I, L). Figure 4 The graph abstracted from the map Figure 5 The searching situation of the agents with barricades
After the simulation game started, due to the collapse of the houses, some roads in Path1 are blocked; the agents are unable to reach the target node through it and have to explore an alternative path. According to the proposed TAAC algorithm, the agents choose the node which is closer to the target node. When they reach the destination, they will deposit pheromone on the roads they have just pasted. The density of pheromone in Path2 (A, B, C, E, H, K, L) is increasing owing to the positive feedback. So the agents will be more inclined to choose Path2, i.e. the optimal path under the current situation, as shown in Fig. 5 .
In the RoboCup rescue competition, the police agent is responsible for cleaning up the roads which are blocked. When the barricades were removed, the topology of the whole map has changed, as shown in Fig. 6 . Due to the ability of exploring new path of the proposed TAAC algorithm, some agents try to choose Path1 (A, D, G, I, L) again, and deposit pheromone on this path. Because Path1 is shorter than Path2, the amount of the pheromone on Path1 will increase rapidly. The Path2 will no longer be the optimal path since the density of its pheromone decreases gradually. Path1 will be the new optimal path between node A and node L.
Based on the analysis of the above two situations, it can be concluded that the TAAC algorithm can better adapt to the dynamic environment in robot rescue to find the optimal path when the state of the roads changes. As a result, the time that the agents spend on the road is reduced, and the efficiency of the rescue task is improved.
Figure 6
The searching situation of the agents after the barricades cleaned up
Conclusion and Future Work
The post-earthquake urban environment is dynamic and the conventional path planning algorithm cannot be deployed in such a dynamic field directly for the robot rescue mission. On the other hand, the standard ant colony algorithms that are be used to solve the combinatorial optimization problems could be applied in the robot rescue operation, and have problems such as slow convergence and premature convergence to a sub-optimal solution. This paper introduces the target attraction rate in the ant colony algorithm to make full use of the original map information so that its convergence rate is sped up and the searching quality is improved. Through simulation on MASON and comparison with MMAS, it has proven that the suggested algorithm, TAAC, has a better dynamic performance and can converge to the optimal solution faster in the dynamic environment. The application in RoboCupRescue simulation system confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed TAAC algorithm. The rule of updating pheromone and ant transition probability are two key factors to ant colony algorithm. Our future work will explore that how to adaptively adjust the rule of pheromone updating rule dynamically and select various transition probability formula according different application, environment and stage.
